Sleep problems in cancer
========================

Cytotoxic chemotherapy, along with other cancer treatments (surgery, radiotherapy, and hormonal and targeted therapies), has led to increases in survival rates for many types of cancer over recent decades.[@b1-nss-4-151] While chemotherapy is a highly effective cancer treatment, its administration is often associated with side effects that significantly reduce patients' quality of life. Some of the most common chemotherapy-related side effects include fatigue, depression, pain, nausea/vomiting, and sleep problems.[@b2-nss-4-151],[@b3-nss-4-151]

Sleep problems -- difficulty falling or staying asleep, poor sleep quality, and/or short sleep duration -- are among the most frequently reported side effects resulting from cancer treatment. These sleep problems are considered to be symptoms of insomnia, and when several sleep problems co-occur and are severe, the cluster is defined as insomnia syndrome. If a patient does not meet the criteria for insomnia syndrome but has disrupted sleep, he or she is considered to have insomnia symptoms. Patients meet the criteria for insomnia syndrome if they have difficulty falling asleep or staying asleep, or if they wake up earlier than intended at least three times a week for longer than 30 minutes. This disturbance merits clinical attention if it lasts longer than 1 month. However, in cancer patients undergoing treatment sleep disturbance of shorter duration might also merit clinical attention. Insomnia symptoms and insomnia syndrome are the most prevalent sleep problems among cancer patients.[@b4-nss-4-151],[@b5-nss-4-151] For the purpose of consistency throughout this review, we will use the broader term "sleep problems" to represent both conditions.

Prevalence of sleep problems
============================

The prevalence of sleep problems is much higher in cancer patients than in the general population; sleep problems are reported in 30%--87% of cancer patients.[@b4-nss-4-151]--[@b11-nss-4-151]

Among the sleep problems reported during chemotherapy, some of the most common complaints are frequent night awakenings (49%--56%), inability to fall asleep within 30 minutes (50%--73%), and early awakenings (49%--65%).[@b14-nss-4-151],[@b15-nss-4-151] In addition, after cancer diagnosis and before the initiation of chemotherapy,[@b16-nss-4-151],[@b17-nss-4-151] patients experience poor sleep quality and a number of sleep problems; thus, up to two thirds of patients on chemotherapy report impaired sleep.[@b7-nss-4-151],[@b11-nss-4-151]

Sleep problems throughout the cancer trajectory
===============================================

While the prevalence of sleep problems is highest during chemotherapy, research shows that sleep problems continue through cancer survivorship and often persist for years after the completion of cancer therapy.[@b18-nss-4-151] One study reported that 57% of long-term (\>5 years) lung cancer survivors had poor sleep compared to 30% of non-cancer controls.[@b19-nss-4-151] Other studies support those results, showing higher rates of sleep problems and daytime sleepiness among cancer survivors compared to those without cancer.[@b8-nss-4-151],[@b20-nss-4-151],[@b21-nss-4-151] While the majority of studies of sleep problems in cancer patients are cross-sectional, a small number of prospective studies have examined sleep problems longitudinally. These studies show that throughout the cancer treatment process sleep problem rates are elevated and remain relatively stable.[@b7-nss-4-151],[@b22-nss-4-151] Other studies have found that the prevalence of sleep problems declines only slightly over time, following completion of anticancer treatment.[@b5-nss-4-151],[@b23-nss-4-151]--[@b25-nss-4-151] These prospective studies demonstrate that sleep problem rates remain elevated for years in cancer patients (those who are still undergoing cancer treatments) and continue to be a chronic condition that survivors (those patients who are finished with their cancer treatments) experience. Furthermore, sleep problems in cancer patients are frequently accompanied by other symptoms, most commonly fatigue, depression, and anxiety.[@b7-nss-4-151],[@b15-nss-4-151],[@b26-nss-4-151] Impairment of sleep is highly correlated with increased levels of fatigue and depression.[@b27-nss-4-151]--[@b29-nss-4-151] Isolating the impact of chemotherapy on sleep remains difficult because the administration of chemotherapy varies as a function of disease type, stage, and clinical progression, and chemotherapy administered cyclically causes side effects (eg, nausea) that could precipitate the development of sleep problems. Regardless, studies consistently show that sleep impairment is a highly prevalent and significant issue among cancer patients that warrants further investigation and the development of effective treatments.

Sleep assessment
================

One of the methodological issues that should be considered when reviewing studies on sleep problems in cancer patients is the variety of instruments and questionnaires that have been used to assess sleep. The Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), the Insomnia Severity Index (ISI), the Women's Health Initiative Insomnia Rating Scale, and the Epworth Sleepiness Scale are among the most prevalent validated sleep measures used in cancer patients. However, many researchers also have developed their own sleep questionnaires, and others have used a single item or selected ones from larger questionnaires assessing other constructs (eg, depression, quality of life). The two measures that have been successfully used to identify clinically significant sleep problems in cancer patients are the PSQI and the ISI. These measures have established clinical cut-offs that can identify clinically significant sleep problems.

In cancer patients a score of 8 or higher on the PSQI represents a clinical cut-off for identifying sleep problems that need treatment.[@b29-nss-4-151] A study[@b30-nss-4-151] on 1670 cancer patients showed that a score of 8 or higher on the ISI represents a clinical cut-off for identifying sleep problems that are severe enough to warrant treatment.

Objective measures of sleep have also been used in cancer patients. Studies utilizing actigraphy measurement (a wrist-worn device that measures locomotor activity counts) showed that chemotherapy disrupts sleep-wake cycles as early as the first cycle[@b11-nss-4-151] and that these disruptions tend to worsen as chemotherapy continues.[@b31-nss-4-151] Studies that have used the gold standard of sleep measurement, polysomnography monitoring, to assess sleep problems in cancer patients undergoing treatment have found conflicting evidence. The first, by Parker et al, involving 114 patients with various metastatic cancers, showed that patients had dysregulated sleep--wake cycles characterized by low sleep efficiency (77.2%), light sleep (as measured by high prevalence of stages 1 and 2), and low prevalence of restorative slow-wave sleep.[@b32-nss-4-151] The second study, a longitudinal trial of 26 patients undergoing chemotherapy, reported no significant effect of cancer treatment on sleep architecture and sleep continuity.[@b33-nss-4-151] Interestingly, studies have generally found at best a moderate relationship between subjective and objective measurements of sleep.[@b11-nss-4-151]--[@b13-nss-4-151]

The use of different sleep questionnaires, methods (eg, actigraphy), and various cutoff points for sleep problems has produced a wide range in the reported prevalence of sleep problems among cancer patients. In addition, differences in terminology and definitions of sleep problems further complicate the issue. Efforts should be made to use precise terminology when describing sleep problems in cancer patients. In scientific literature involving cancer patients, commonly, insomnia, sleep disturbance, poor sleep quality, and insufficient sleep duration are terms used interchangeably. The most commonly used validated patient-reported questionnaires for sleep, ideally in association with objective measures, should be utilized in future research to provide reliable estimates of cancer-related sleep problems, to allow comparisons across studies and to elucidate the effect of interventions targeting sleep problems.

Etiological factors for sleep problems in cancer patients
=========================================================

In part because of the variability in methods for assessing the prevalence of sleep problems in cancer patients and the multifaceted nature of sleep problems both in general and in cancer patients specifically,[@b8-nss-4-151],[@b34-nss-4-151]--[@b36-nss-4-151] the etiology and predictors of sleep problems in cancer are not entirely understood. The Behavioral Model[@b37-nss-4-151] proposed by Spielman et al depicts how sleep problems might develop and become chronic. This model suggests that sleep problems occur as a result of predisposing and precipitating factors and may become chronic as a result of perpetuating factors (see [Figure 1](#f1-nss-4-151){ref-type="fig"}). Predisposing factors include trait anxiety, predisposition to rumination, and sleep chronotype (late types are more likely to have sleep problems).[@b38-nss-4-151] Precipitating factors include acute triggers such as stressful or traumatic life events, including cancer diagnosis, concomitant medical illness, or mental health disturbances. Perpetuating factors are behaviors that people develop to compensate for sleep loss. These behaviors are initially adaptive, particularly during sickness, but later contribute to the development of chronic sleep problems. They include napping, spending prolonged time in bed without sleeping, and going to bed earlier and/or getting out of bed later. They lead to extended sleep opportunity and dysregulation of sleep--wake cycles, making it difficult for individuals to fall and stay asleep during regular sleep hours. Thus, this model posits that sleep problems might be maintained via perpetuating factors even when the original stressor (precipitating factor) is no longer present. In addition to focusing on maladaptive behaviors, cognitive behavioral therapy for insomnia (CBT-I) recommends teaching patients cognitive restructuring and addresses catastrophic thinking associated with having sleep problems and erroneous beliefs about catastrophic consequences (eg, I will get sick, I will be awake the whole night, I will have more side effects associated with cancer treatments).[@b39-nss-4-151],[@b40-nss-4-151]

In cancer patients, the precipitating factors for the development of sleep problems are plentiful and include the diagnosis of cancer, the severity of the disease (stage and molecular phenotype), side effects associated with treatments (eg, fatigue, nausea/vomiting, nocturia, hot flashes, itching, and diarrhea), and physical and mental health comorbidities (eg, pain, dyspnea, depression, and anxiety).[@b41-nss-4-151] Cytotoxic antineoplastic agents often cause adverse effects potentially impairing sleep, at least in a transient way with no clear class-specificity evident.[@b31-nss-4-151],[@b42-nss-4-151] Acute transient but profound circadian disruption induced by chemotherapy has further been demonstrated in two studies involving locomotor activity and temperature monitoring in advanced cancer patients receiving treatment.[@b43-nss-4-151],[@b44-nss-4-151] Indeed, sleep is a circadian phenomenon and dysregulation of circadian rhythms may be a carcinogen that induces and promotes cancer and its growth in laboratory animals and cancer patients.[@b45-nss-4-151]--[@b53-nss-4-151]

Biological mechanisms contributing to chemotherapy-associated sleep problems
============================================================================

Inflammation
------------

Substantial evidence supports a strong bidirectional relationship between immune functioning and sleep: sleep deprivation lowers immune responses, and acute infection, with its subsequent inflammatory response, changes sleep architecture by increasing slow-wave sleep and reducing rapid eye movement sleep.[@b54-nss-4-151] A complex network of critical immune signaling molecules, specifically cytokines and their receptors, influences sleep mechanisms in the brain through autocrine and paracrine pathways that can have direct or indirect effects. Cytokines are proteins that promote growth, activation, and differentiation of immune cells and affect numerous other cell types. Cytokines can promote inflammation, dampen the immune response, or suppress immunity depending on the type of immune cells and their responsiveness to the cytokines, and they can induce, maintain, or disrupt sleep (for review see Kapsimalis et al[@b55-nss-4-151]). For example, IL-1 β, TNF-α, and IL-6 are important cytokine inducers of sleep, while IL-10 and TNF-α receptor are known inhibitors of sleep.[@b55-nss-4-151]

Studies suggest that pro-inflammatory cytokines are possible mediators of chemotherapy-induced systemic symptoms and associated sleep-wake disturbances.[@b56-nss-4-151]--[@b60-nss-4-151] Inflammation resulting from cancer treatments can lead to sleep problems and, conversely, dysregulation of sleep can lead to altered immune profiles, making chronic inflammatory processes a predictor of acute and long-term poor sleep quality in cancer patients and survivors. Immune function is also tightly connected to neuroendocrine function and circadian rhythm; thus, imbalance in these systems can lead to sleep problems.[@b59-nss-4-151],[@b61-nss-4-151],[@b62-nss-4-151] Moreover, high concentrations of circulating proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-6, TNF-α, and TGF-α have been shown to be associated with disrupted circadian function in patients with advanced cancer.[@b63-nss-4-151]

Furthermore, preliminary studies to date have demonstrated associations between increased pro-inflammatory cytokine levels and sleep impairment in cancer patients during chemotherapy and in cancer survivors[@b64-nss-4-151],[@b65-nss-4-151] Miaskowski et al demonstrated that an IL-6 polymorphism was associated with sleep disturbance in cancer patients receiving radiation therapy.[@b66-nss-4-151] Sprod et al showed that, in breast and prostate cancer patients, increased IL-6 was associated with reduced sleep efficiency, reduced sleep duration, and increased sleep medication usage.[@b67-nss-4-151] Additionally, in the same study, increased TNF-α was associated with increased sleep latency and increased sleep medication usage.[@b67-nss-4-151]

Circadian disruption
--------------------

Studies by Savard et al[@b31-nss-4-151] and Palesh et al[@b68-nss-4-151] have shown that flattened diurnal cortisol slopes and disrupted circadian rhythms are associated with sleep disturbance or frequent awakenings in cancer patients during chemotherapy and other cancer treatments. Indeed, the circadian component of sleep homeostasis can be profoundly disrupted in cancer patients, as shown by flattened patterns of salivary cortisol or by altered locomotor activity rhythm in patients with advanced cancers.[@b48-nss-4-151] Furthermore, disrupted circadian rhythms blunt physiological synchronizers of the biological clock such as light exposure, social life, physical activity, and feeding schedule, thus increasing daytime dysfunction due to poor nighttime rest.[@b48-nss-4-151],[@b69-nss-4-151]--[@b71-nss-4-151]

Pharmaceutical agents
---------------------

Certain drugs might be particularly disruptive for sleep. For example, immunomodulatory agents used against cancer, such as IFN-α2b and IL-2, have been shown to cause depressive symptoms in cancer patients.[@b72-nss-4-151] This effect could be detrimental for sleep in patients undergoing treatment with these agents, since depression and sleep problems commonly co-occur and might share common etiology in cancer.[@b15-nss-4-151] Synthetic glucocorticoids administered at therapeutic doses, used either as anticancer agents or for supportive care (used for their antiemetic or immunosuppressive properties), can disrupt physiological diurnal cortisol rhythms, thus altering the circadian component of sleep.[@b59-nss-4-151],[@b73-nss-4-151] Finally, newer targeted agents, such as small tyrosine-kinase inhibitors, could act specifically in the central nervous system, modifying the effect of neuroendocrine cytokines and growth factors on sleep--wake and rest--activity cycles.[@b63-nss-4-151],[@b74-nss-4-151] Gefitinib, for example, an oral epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitor, has been shown to improve circadian rest-activity rhythm regardless of its antitumor effects in patients with advanced non-small cell lung cancer.[@b75-nss-4-151] The supposed mechanism of action likely involves blockade of the EGFR-mediated circadian disruption, demonstrated in experimental models.[@b76-nss-4-151],[@b77-nss-4-151]

Demographics
------------

Aging is associated with a significant deterioration of the daily sleep--wake cycle,[@b78-nss-4-151] especially after the age of 75 years,[@b79-nss-4-151] and therefore elderly subjects report a higher incidence of sleep problems.[@b80-nss-4-151],[@b81-nss-4-151] It is not clear, however, whether older age is a risk factor for the occurrence of sleep problems in individuals with cancer: older adults are commonly underrepresented in clinical studies.[@b82-nss-4-151] Moreover, increasing age is associated with the risk of multiple comorbidities, which in themselves could be predisposing, precipitating, or perpetuating risk factors for the development of sleep problems even more so than the cancer itself or its treatments.[@b83-nss-4-151]Although sleep problems are highly prevalent in elderly patients with cancer,[@b84-nss-4-151] in large studies, older age has rarely been identified as a risk factor for sleep problems and, in fact, younger cancer patients seem to be at higher risk for sleep problems than older cancer patients.[@b7-nss-4-151],[@b85-nss-4-151] It is unclear why younger patients are at risk for the development of sleep problems during treatment, but it is possible that disease severity, more aggressive treatments, and/or expectations for better health among younger patients are responsible for higher sleep problem rates.[@b7-nss-4-151]

In children and adolescents receiving cancer treatment, impaired sleep is more common than in age-matched controls,[@b86-nss-4-151]--[@b89-nss-4-151] and it can reach a prevalence of up to 87%.[@b9-nss-4-151],[@b90-nss-4-151] Sleep problems in pediatric patients with cancer can span the whole spectrum of clinical sleep disorders[@b90-nss-4-151] and potentially involve environmental, genetic, and drug-related factors.[@b91-nss-4-151],[@b92-nss-4-151] In survivors of childhood cancer, injury to the hypothalamus or the brainstem, treatment-induced endocrine dysfunction, obesity, or history of cranial radiation therapy are known risk factors for the development of sleep complaints.[@b93-nss-4-151]

Other cancer side effects
=========================

Sleep problems rarely occur in isolation and they frequently correlate with other symptoms during chemotherapy including fatigue, anxiety, depression, pain, and cognitive dysfunction. A recent study by Cheng and Yeung[@b3-nss-4-151] showed that sleep problems, mood disturbance, fatigue, and pain co-occurred in 29% of the patients receiving chemotherapy or radiation. In women with breast cancer, depressive symptoms and uncontrolled pain have been shown to be predictors of sleep problems.[@b26-nss-4-151],[@b94-nss-4-151] Depression and sleep problems are so linked that sleep problems were significantly reduced with a common antidepressant during chemotherapy, although the effects were small.[@b15-nss-4-151] Savard and Ivers[@b95-nss-4-151] recently reported that the administration of chemotherapy or hormone therapy was associated with increased levels of sleep problems. Interestingly, they reported that the negative effect of chemotherapy on sleep problems was significantly mediated by nausea and other digestive symptoms, hot flashes, and pain.[@b95-nss-4-151]

While larger data exist on the association of sleep with depression, fatigue, pain, and anxiety in cancer, the relationships between chemotherapy-related sleep problems and chemotherapy-related cognitive deficits have not been thoroughly examined. Sleep disruption may contribute to the cognitive dysfunction that is often associated with cancer chemotherapy and vice versa.[@b96-nss-4-151] Up to 75% of cancer survivors who have received adjuvant chemotherapy demonstrate significant difficulties with memory, attention, concentration, processing speed, and executive function.[@b97-nss-4-151],[@b98-nss-4-151] The mechanisms underlying these cognitive problems remain largely unclear although similar mechanisms to those involved in sleep disruption have been proposed.[@b97-nss-4-151]--[@b99-nss-4-151] Thus, sleep and cognitive problems may share common causative factors that result in an interaction and in a concomitant worsening of these two symptoms. Indeed, sleep deprivation is associated with cognitive impairment in healthy individuals;[@b100-nss-4-151] thus, poor sleep may also contribute to cognitive difficulties following cancer chemotherapy.

Management of sleep problems in cancer
======================================

Overview of psychological interventions for sleep problems
----------------------------------------------------------

The American Academy of Sleep Medicine recommends psychological and behavioral interventions such as stimulus control therapy, sleep restriction therapy, and relaxation therapy as effective treatments for sleep problems.[@b101-nss-4-151] These individual treatments are all components of CBT-I, a nonpharmacological approach to treat sleep problems. The conceptual framework of CBT-I is largely based on Spielman's Behavioral Model and specifically targets the perpetuating factors (maladaptive behaviors) that can lead to sleep problems.[@b37-nss-4-151] Through one or more sessions (typically four to seven) of CBT-I, the therapist suggests changing maladaptive sleep behaviors to new ones that will resynchronize the biological clock and reinforce the association of the bedroom environment with sleep. Cognitive restructuring is also used to challenge the individual's erroneous beliefs about sleep problems and their possible consequences.[@b39-nss-4-151],[@b40-nss-4-151]

Studies in both cancer survivors and cancer patients receiving chemotherapy have suggested that administering CBT-I or its variant to participants stabilizes or improves various sleep parameters.[@b102-nss-4-151]--[@b113-nss-4-151] Recent randomized controlled trials investigating the efficacy of CBT-I in breast cancer survivors have shown statistically significant improvements in both objective (ie, actigraphy)[@b103-nss-4-151]--[@b105-nss-4-151] and subjective (eg, sleep diaries, ISI, and PSQI) sleep measures in groups receiving CBT-I as compared to conventional care.[@b102-nss-4-151]--[@b110-nss-4-151] Of note, three out of four randomized controlled trials utilized group therapy rather than individual therapy, suggesting that group therapy is feasible and effective for survivors.[@b103-nss-4-151],[@b104-nss-4-151],[@b108-nss-4-151]

Studies in cancer survivors outnumber those in cancer patients undergoing treatment, most likely due to feasibility issues. In recent years, only two randomized controlled clinical trials testing the efficacy of CBT-I were conducted specifically in cancer patients receiving chemotherapy.[@b111-nss-4-151],[@b114-nss-4-151] Other studies investigated CBT-I in cancer patients undergoing a variety of treatments.[@b112-nss-4-151],[@b113-nss-4-151] Both have also shown results favoring CBT-I over control groups and therefore suggest that sleep problems can be treated during cancer treatment and that interventions can potentially prevent the development of chronic sleep problems after treatment. While studies in breast cancer survivors have often used group therapy as mentioned above, those in cancer patients undergoing treatment have mainly used individualized therapy involving multiple components of CBT-I, some of which were modified to meet the specific needs of cancer patients. Berger et al conducted a randomized controlled trial with 219 breast cancer patients receiving chemotherapy.[@b111-nss-4-151] The intervention used was an Individualized Sleep Promotion Plan (ISPP) that patients composed before initiation of chemotherapy with the guidance of research nurses and then revised and reinforced throughout chemotherapy treatment. The ISPP included stimulus control, modified sleep restriction, relaxation therapy, and sleep hygiene. Sleep restriction techniques were modified to allow one additional hour of sleep if the patient could not get up on time and up to two naps per day if the patient felt overly fatigued. Over a period of one year after the first chemotherapy treatment, the treatment group, on average, showed significant improvement in global sleep quality when compared to the healthy eating control group, thereby supporting the use of a modified version of CBT-I as an effective intervention for sleep problems among cancer patients. Furthermore, Dalton et al compared profile-tailored CBT-I, standard CBT-I, and usual care in their study determining the effectiveness of CBT-I for cancer pain and showed that profile-tailored CBT-I patients experienced less interference of pain with sleep than standard CBT-I patients.[@b112-nss-4-151] Although it focused mainly on cancer pain, Dalton's study lends further support to the efficacy of tailoring CBT-I to meet the individual needs of cancer patients undergoing treatment.

Studies in both cancer patients and survivors have differed in determining who delivers the therapy to the patients. Some of those who conducted the therapy were psychologists and others were registered nurses. Studies in cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy have most often utilized therapy delivered by nurses. Arving et al compared nurse-delivered and psychologist-delivered CBT-I in breast cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy and found that the group who received the therapy from nurses showed the greatest improvement in insomnia.[@b114-nss-4-151] Patients in this group also reported higher levels of perceived benefit. Although nurses may not be the most qualified to deliver CBT-I, in most cases, the authors suggested that nurses may be a more realistic choice in routine cancer care due to the limited number of psychologists working in cancer centers. More research is needed to investigate this aspect of the intervention to help determine conditions for optimal intervention delivery in the cancer patient population.

Lastly, while therapeutic effects have been found to be sustained for up to 12 months in cancer survivors in some studies,[@b103-nss-4-151],[@b115-nss-4-151] there have been conflicting data on long-term benefits of cognitive behavioral therapy when administered during chemotherapy. The study by Berger et al showed more significant improvement in insomnia in the intervention group than in the control group (healthy eating) 1 year after treatment.[@b111-nss-4-151] Conversely, the study by Arving et al showed significantly larger improvement in the control (standard care) group than in the intervention group after 6 months.[@b114-nss-4-151] This inconsistency could be further explored with more data on patient adherence to the new ideas and behaviors taught during the intervention. Berger et al is the only group among recent studies that measured the extent to which participants adhered to the intervention.[@b116-nss-4-151] They obtained data on self-reported rates of adherence to sleep hygiene counseling (57%--67%), stimulus control techniques (46%--67%), relaxation therapy (57%--67%), and sleep restriction techniques (76%--79%). Although the intervention did not improve sleep parameters during chemotherapy, pretreatment sleep parameters remained stable despite the initiation of chemotherapy. Adherence rates remained high for most components after cancer treatment, and sleep-wake patterns stayed within normal limits for up to 1 year after the last chemotherapy treatment, supporting the idea that higher adherence rates could produce longer lasting beneficial effects on sleep. Thus, data on adherence could be valuable in determining the dosage and timing of sessions needed to ensure continued benefits for sleep post-treatment. Nonetheless, in spite of these limitations, recent studies support the notion that behavioral interventions are feasible and effective for reducing sleep problems in cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy.

Overview of pharmacological interventions for sleep problems
------------------------------------------------------------

No studies known to the authors have assessed the impact of prescription sleep aids on sleep problems in cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy. Costantini et al[@b117-nss-4-151] reported that 32.3% of cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy were prescribed sleep aids. The most commonly prescribed sleep aids were lorazepam (31.4%) and zolpidem (29.4%). This study also found that patients with preexisting psychiatric issues and sleep problems were more likely to request and take sleep aids from their provider. These findings were consistent with another study[@b118-nss-4-151] that examined the use of sleep aids during breast cancer adjuvant chemotherapy in 219 patients. That study reported that approximately 20% of cancer patients took at least one sleep medication before chemotherapy. Use of sleep aids decreased over time from 11% to 6% as chemotherapy treatment progressed. The majority of sleep aids (46%) used by the patients were prescription sedatives/hypnotics (eg, zolpidem, lorazepam) followed by 24% of patients taking analgesics (eg, ibuprofen).[@b118-nss-4-151] Altogether, these findings show that a significant minority of patients diagnosed with cancer use sleep aids. The effects of using sleep aid medications during chemotherapy treatment are unknown, but their use can lead to potentially harmful pharmacological interactions.[@b119-nss-4-151] However, no randomized clinical trial to date has evaluated the efficacy or the safety of hypnotics in cancer patients on chemotherapy.

Overview of exercise for sleep problems
---------------------------------------

Research suggests that exercise can improve sleep problems in the general population.[@b120-nss-4-151] However, the mode, frequency, duration, intensity, and daily timing of exercise and the current fitness level of the individual all significantly impact the degree of efficacy of exercise on sleep.[@b120-nss-4-151] Exercise regimens that incorporate aerobic and/or anaerobic modes of physical activity performed very frequently (eg, daily or multiple times a day), for extended periods of time, at high intensity resulting in overtraining can lead to poor overall sleep quality and shortened sleep time.[@b121-nss-4-151] Research suggests that exercise performed early during the day improves sleep, whereas results are mixed regarding exercise performed later during the day.[@b120-nss-4-151] Individuals who already exercise regularly will not experience the same magnitude of sleep improvements as individuals who are sedentary and begin a regular exercise program.[@b120-nss-4-151],[@b122-nss-4-151] Traditional forms of physical exercise, such as walking and resistance exercise, are safe and provide many benefits for cancer patients and survivors including improvements in sleep.[@b123-nss-4-151]--[@b126-nss-4-151]

Exercise for sleep problems throughout the cancer trajectory
------------------------------------------------------------

### Aerobic walking programs

Breast cancer survivors receiving hormonal treatment demonstrated improvements in sleep quality following a 12-week moderate level walking intervention (4 days a week, 20 minutes per day).[@b127-nss-4-151] Tang et al also showed that brisk walking (3 days a week, 30 minutes a day for 8 weeks) resulted in improvements in sleep quality and in quality of life in cancer patients.[@b129-nss-4-151] Mock et al assessed the effects of a home-based walking exercise intervention (4--5 days a week, 20--30 minutes a day for 6 weeks) on a variety of outcomes, including sleep and cancer-related fatigue in breast cancer patients who were undergoing radiation treatments. In this non-randomized study, the home-based exercise intervention resulted in improved sleep outcomes, such as difficulty sleeping, as well as physical functioning, fatigue, and anxiety.[@b129-nss-4-151] Wang et al also showed that a low to moderate intensity walking program (3--5 days a week, 30--50 minutes a day for 6 weeks) improved sleep disturbance in women with stage I or II breast cancer.[@b130-nss-4-151]

### Aerobic training combined with anaerobic resistance training programs

A 4-week, low to moderate intensity home-based walking and resistance-band exercise intervention (7 days a week for 4 weeks) resulted in improved sleep quality in breast and prostate cancer patients undergoing radiation treatments.[@b67-nss-4-151] Additionally, a study by Young-McCaughan et al, used a Phase II cardiac rehabilitation model of 12 weeks of individualized supervised exercise and education in cancer patients, and the model was found to have beneficial effects on self-reported sleep.[@b131-nss-4-151] Coleman et al conducted a small, randomized, controlled trial including 24 patients receiving high-dose chemotherapy and autologous peripheral blood stem cell transplantation for multiple myeloma. Patients randomized to the home-based exercise intervention, which consisted of both personalized aerobic and resistance exercise (varying in intensity, duration, and frequency of exercise) reported a nonsignificant trend towards increased total minutes of sleep and sleep efficiency. The intervention did not result in any adverse events.[@b132-nss-4-151] In another study, 119 women with breast, colon, or ovarian cancer were randomized into three groups: to receive a home-based exercise intervention (3--5 times a week, 20--30 minutes a day, at 60%--80% VO~2~ peak) during chemotherapy; to receive the same home-based exercise intervention following treatment completion; or to usual care. The authors found no significant improvements in sleep in the intervention groups as compared to standard care.[@b133-nss-4-151]

### Mindfulness exercise training programs

Yoga is an increasingly popular alternative mode of physical exercise in the United States and other countries as well.[@b134-nss-4-151],[@b135-nss-4-151] There are many different types of yoga ranging from styles that focus predominantly on meditation and breathing with no physical activity to styles that incorporate meditation, breathing, and vigorous physical activity and styles that are taught in hot rooms (eg, ≥95°F/35°C). Evidence suggests that different types of yoga are safe and may improve sleep among cancer patients and survivors.[@b136-nss-4-151]--[@b140-nss-4-151] Recently, Mustian et al completed the largest and most definitive clinical trial of yoga in cancer patients to date, demonstrating that yoga improves sleep.[@b125-nss-4-151] The intervention used the standardized Yoga for Cancer Survivors (YOCAS®) program, designed by researchers at the University of Rochester Medical Center (Rochester, NY). The YOCAS intervention is based on two forms of yoga: gentle hatha yoga and restorative yoga. The YOCAS sessions are standardized, and each session includes physical alignment postures, breathing, and mindfulness exercises. The intervention is delivered in an instructor-taught group format twice a week for 75 minutes each time over 4 weeks for a total of eight sessions of yoga.[@b125-nss-4-151]

Exercise has shown great promise for treatment of sleep problems in cancer patients and survivors. However, an important limitation of these studies was that the patients usually had non-clinical levels of sleep impairment at baseline. Thus, we cannot be certain that exercise (or yoga) is as effective in patients with clinically significant sleep problems. Dedicated trials are therefore warranted to clarify the efficacy of exercise in cancer patients with clinical sleep problems.

Biological mechanisms associated with exercise and sleep
--------------------------------------------------------

Exercise may influence sleep quality through at least two mechanisms: body temperature and proinflammatory cytokines. Sleep induction is mediated by the decrease in core body temperature and increase in superficial temperature, whose patterns can be influenced by exercise.[@b141-nss-4-151],[@b142-nss-4-151] Sleep is also regulated by proinflammatory cytokines.[@b120-nss-4-151] Regular exercise participation has been shown to reduce low-grade inflammation through its influence on cytokines.[@b143-nss-4-151],[@b144-nss-4-151] Exercise results in the release of IL-6, a cytokine with pro-and anti-inflammatory properties, from skeletal muscle.[@b145-nss-4-151] The duration and intensity of exercise and the amount of muscle mass that is used during exercise affects the amount of IL-6 released from skeletal muscle. The release of IL-6 during and immediately following an acute bout of exercise results in the increase of anti-inflammatory molecules such as sTNF-R and in the inhibition in the production of TNF-α, which is a proinflammatory cytokine.[@b145-nss-4-151]--[@b147-nss-4-151] Through this complex modulation of cytokine release, exercise plays a positive role in sleep quality, especially in those who have impaired sleep.

It is likely that the beneficial effects of exercise on sleep are also mediated by other mechanisms, including an entraining effect on the circadian timing system of the subject (physical activity is an important nonphotic synchronizer in humans),[@b148-nss-4-151] and an effect on the arousal system, involving the autonomic nervous system tone and the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis function.[@b149-nss-4-151],[@b150-nss-4-151] Overall, the current knowledge of mechanisms associated with exercise and sleep in cancer is limited, and further research is needed to fully understand the relative implication of each of these central and peripheral mechanisms on the effect of physical exercise on sleep, particularly in patients with cancer undergoing treatment. The acquired data would finally help in the optimization and personalization of exercise as an active and safe nonpharmacological treatment of sleep problems and circadian disruption in cancer patients.

Future directions
=================

The clinical management of sleep disturbance in patients with cancer receiving chemotherapy needs to be improved. To this end, dedicated research should be performed, using standardized methodology, with the aim of differentiating the relative influence of tumor and cancer treatment on the development and persistence of sleep problems to develop a better understanding of the reciprocal influence of sleep disruption on disease progression, side effects, and toxicities to fully elucidate the implicated mechanisms. This increased knowledge and awareness in this field will thus ultimately lead to the development of optimal and individualized interventions to treat this frequent, multifaceted, and bothersome symptom in patients with cancer.

Summary
=======

Cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy suffer from a myriad of side effects, including sleep problems. Sleep problems are prevalent and increase in severity during chemotherapy but are undertreated and under-recognized. While the mechanisms behind sleep problems during chemotherapy are not entirely understood, it is clear that chemotherapy dysregulates sleep--wake cycles. Tumor and antitumor treatments both increase the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, which in turn act in the central nervous system and alter the rest--activity rhythms and negatively affect sleep. Several evidence-based approaches exist for the management of sleep problems in patients undergoing treatments for their cancer. Modified versions of cognitive behavioral interventions have successfully been used in the cancer clinic and have demonstrated efficacy. In addition, exercise, including yoga, has been shown to improve sleep although it is unclear if exercise is potent enough to manage clinically significant sleep problems. No specific pharmacological treatment for sleep problems during chemotherapy has been developed; however, patients use nonprescription and prescription sleep medicine even though the medications haven't been systematically tested in cancer patients. It is important to address sleep problems during cancer treatments because they directly affect patients' abilities to complete treatment for cancer, recover, and ultimately survive with a good quality of life.
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![Conceptual model of the development of chronic insomnia and the changing factors that play a role over the course of the disorder.\
**Notes:** In this particular case, at the onset of the insomnia, precipitating factors predominate. When the insomnia becomes chronic, perpetuating factors become the main feature contributing to the sleep disturbance.\
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